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theres plenty of other content to check out here as well, including the ever popular music tracks,
stages, and mini-games. there is the classic mode, where you race on an endless track. you get to
use any vehicle you unlocked in previous mario kart games, and you can choose any weapon you

unlocked as well. there are a total of 10 cups, each with a specific theme. some of them are familiar
like the mario-themed cups, which makes sense given that they were included in mario kart tour.
mario kart 8 deluxe is the first switch version of a mario kart game. many mario kart games have

had great switch ports, but theres a few reasons why this one has not. the gameplay is smooth. the
tracks are great, and the mini-games are fun and add a new element to the game. the graphics are

high quality, especially the tracks. in the game, youre racing on a track that looks like a roller
coaster, and that alone makes it feel unique. the game play is simply incredible. when youre not
doing laps of the various courses, theres plenty to do in the new town. these can be accessed by

pressing up on the d-pad, and include grabbing bananas, collecting coins, and buying new karts and
parts. new additions include the choco mine, which has a choco-scoop dispenser, coin-collecting

sluices, and even a bowling alley! if youve managed to play the original game, then youll know that
the soundtracks, which are present throughout the game, are a key part of what makes it such a

memorable title. nintendo has released a full album of the music for each of the tracks that come in
the dlc pack. the music has been remastered, and is a great collection of tunes, from the original

mario kart soundtrack, to the more recent tracks.
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and then there was the
whole wario ware thing.

nintendos weird experiment
where mario kart was

repurposed to create a new
style of game, where the
player was to move the

karts around a board while
picking up collectible

objects. its fun and quirky,
but almost seems like a bad

idea in hindsight. there
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arent a ton of mario kart
games available on pc. one
of the few available on pc
are the old nes titles. the
nes games are especially
good because theyre free.

theres a good library of
them on most platforms,

but most of them dont have
usb controllers. however,

the nes games are the only
ones that are reasonably
easy to get on pc without
buying a controller. there
arent a ton of mario kart 8
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games available on pc. one
of the few available on pc
are the old nes titles. the
nes games are especially
good because theyre free.

theres a good library of
them on most platforms,

but most of them dont have
usb controllers. however,

the nes games are the only
ones that are reasonably
easy to get on pc without
buying a controller. the
game is simple, as the

name suggests - you race
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against other players for
gold, and your car will

collect gold as well, leading
to a snowball effect. it is a

mix between traditional go-
kart racing, and a more
arcade-y or battle royale

game, and is a more
simplistic, straight-up

racing game that you can
have a lot of fun with. its

been very popular on
mobile, and it is currently
free to play. theres only

one game that can be said
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to be even somewhat
similar to kart rider, and

thats drift. it was released
for the xbox 360 in 2007,

and is a free-to-play online
multiplayer combat racer.
drift features a number of

different characters,
including mario, peach,
luigi, bowser, yoshi, and

yoshi. each character has
different stats and abilities,

and the game has a big
emphasis on character-

specific attacks. its a
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similar concept to kart
rider, but theres a huge

difference between the two,
which is that youre not

racing against other players
but ai drivers instead.
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